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Abstract— Most Internet cartage is associated with 

applications area users are absorbed in the data and not in 

the antecedent area the abstracts reside. On the added hand, 

the accepted Internet architecture is host-centric rather than 

data-centric. This motivates a new network architecture that 

can calmly abutment both data-centric and host-centric 

services. In this paper, we call in detail an accomplishing of 

an incrementally adaptable Data-Centric Network 

Architecture (DCNA) for the Internet. DCNA is based on 

the inclusion of a bushing band amid the appliance band and 

the carriage band and the appropriate interfaces to calmly 

affix these layers. In accession to getting data-centric and 

incrementally deployable, the proposed DCNA can finer 

abutment mobility, multihoming, and affluence the 

acceptance of new applications and networking technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The accepted Internet architectonics was advised in the 1970s. 

At that time, all applications (such as book alteration and 

limited login) focused carefully on host-to-host communication. 

That is, users absolutely absolute the antecedent to acquaint 

with addition host and the network's role is to backpack packets 

to the destination address. However, forth with the accelerated 

development and the amazing success of the Internet in the 

accomplished few decades, the all-inclusive majority of the 

accepted Internet acceptance has afflicted to data retrieval and 

account access. For instance, it is appear that about 85% of 

Internet traffic in North America is real-time ball traffic, peer-

to-peer (p2p) book administration traffic, and web browsing 

cartage [1]. This indicates that users are mainly absorbed in 

certain data or service, but do not apperceive or affliction on 

which apparatus the adapted abstracts or service resides. For 

affluence of presentation, as in [2, 3], we use the appellation 

“data” to represent “data or service” in the blow of the paper. In 

adjustment to locate the data, the accepted Internet uses domain 

name arrangement (DNS) name resolution arrangement to 

boldness compatible ability locators (URLs) into Internet 

Protocol (IP) addresses. 

However, DNS abandoned is not acceptable to 

effectively abutment the data-centric model. More specifically, 

the accepted Internet does not accept a apparatus for absolute 

and persistent allotment data. Instead, it names abstracts about 

to the hosts on which they reside.For example, a photo with 

name alice.jpg hosted by Google may accept a name 

http://www.google.com/alice.jpg. When the aforementioned 

photo is hosted by Baidu, it may have another name 

http://www.baidu.com/alice.jpg. Using URLs to name abstracts 

overloads the names and durably assembly them with specific 

domains or arrangement locations, authoritative it inconvenient 

to move account instances and data, as able-bodied as to carbon 

them [2]. In adjustment to abode these issues, there is a 

growing accord that the Internet should be enhanced to 

abutment the data-centric archetypal [2] – [4]. Accordingly, 

several radically new data-centric arrangement architectures 

accept been proposed [2], [3]. However, the host-to-host model 

is actuality to break as about all absolute applications, carriage 

band protocols, end hosts, and routers are host-centric. 

Therefore, it is not applied to arrange a authentic datacentric 

architecture. Instead, it is adorable to architectonics a new 

arrangement architectonics that can efficiently abutment both 

data-centric and host-centric services. 

The new architectonics should aswell be 

incrementally adaptable and adjustable abundant to satisfy 

approaching claim (i.e., to be “future proof”). There are billions 

of end hosts and servers about the world, and it is absurd to 

advancement them at once. Also, the Internet has millions of 

routers, and it would be acutely big-ticket to alter them. An 

evidence of the attrition to abolitionist changes is that, alone 

few Internet account providers transited their networks from 

IPv4 to IPv6, although IPv6 has been connected for more than 

ten years now. To accomplish incremental deployment, we plan 

to set up baby networks of the new architecture, analysis them 

thoroughly, and again boring abound the admeasurement of 

these networks. In addition, the protocols that apparatus the 

new architectonics have to be able to inter-operate with 

absolute protocols. 

In this paper, we call an incrementally adaptable data-

centric arrangement architecture (DCNA) that can calmly 

abutment both data-centric and host-centric services. The basic 

ideas of the proposed architectonics are: 

1) To admit a bushing band amid the appliance band and 

the carriage band of the current Internet architectonics 

and;  

2) To use adapted interfaces to calmly affix these layers. 

A proof-of-concept accomplishing of DCNA in a 

Linux ambiance demonstrates that, in accession to getting 

data-centric and incremental deployable, DCNA calmly 

supports mobility, multi-homing, and can aswell facilitate 

the deployment of approaching new applications. 
The blow of this cardboard is organized as follows. 

Section II describes the proposed architecture and Section III 

discusses its benefits. A proof-of-concept accomplishing is 

described in Section IV and we achieve the cardboard in 

Section V. 

II. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

There are assorted alternatives for the Internet to move 

appear acceptable data-centric. One accessible access is for 

every appliance in the appliance band to be data-centric. For 

example, BitTorrent is data-centric back a user does not 

charge to apperceive area a desired data/service locates. 

Instead, BitTorrent would search, appliance assertive 

application specific techniques, the end hosts that 

accommodate the adapted data/service. However, as 

envisioned in today’s Internet, alone bound applications are 

data-centric. The majority of applications such as the 

hypertext alteration agreement (HTTP) are host-centric. If 

we want these applications to be data-centric, we accept to 

alter them application-by-application, which is not efficient. 

Notice that these revisions are distinctively tailored to 

existing applications. If a new appliance emerges, the plan is 
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repeated. It is added able to design a atypical architectonics 

that applies to all applications (existing and future) instead 

of to specific ones. 

Another achievability is to architecture a new 

carriage agreement that is both data-centric and host-centric, 

and is attainable by all high band applications. This again, 

however, limits applications to a specific carriage band 

agreement and makes it absurd for existing applications to 

adore the allowances of any atypical carriage band 

protocols. As an example, the Stream Ascendancy Manual 

Agreement (SCTP) [5] is appear to be superior to manual 

ascendancy agreement (TCP). However, it is not broadly 

acclimated in the current Internet back abounding absolute 

applications (such as HTTP) are apprenticed to TCP, and 

SCTP is not accordant with TCP. 

In this paper, we adduce a arrangement 

architectonics alleged DCNA that can calmly support both 

data-centric and host-centric applications. DCNA inserts a 

bushing band amid the application band and the carriage 

band of the accepted Internet architecture. The inserted shim 

band is alleged the account bounden (SB) layer. 

After the admittance of the SB layer, the functions 

of all the layers beneath it (i.e., from the transport band to 

the concrete layer) in DCNA abide banausic as in today’s 

Internet architecture. In our implementation, we apparatus 

the arrangement band by employing the Locator/ID break 

agreement [10], an incrementally adaptable identifier/locator 

split mechanism, to added enhance the scalability of the 

acquisition arrangement while befitting the function of the 

arrangement band unchanged. 

A. Mapping Data/Service to IP Addresses 

The action of the appliance band in DCNA can be both 

astern accordant with the current architecture, and be added 

in adjustment to acquire the account of a data-centric model. 

More specifically, its capital action is to analyze 

data/services that users want, and/or to identify end hosts 

area the adapted data/services reside. In particular, we 

accept that, as a capital added functionality at the appliance 

layer, every abstracts has a different name, called account 

identifier (SID). The appearance of SIDs may be in a 

anatomy agnate to these in [2], or in a anatomy agnate to 

these acclimated in BitTorrent (i.e., the name of a abstracts 

is the assortment for the content of the data), or any added 

forms. However, the best of the best name appearance is 

beyond the ambit of the cardboard and is larboard for 

approaching research. The (enhanced) application layer 

informs the SB band in the aforementioned end host the SID 

of a adapted data/service. 

The SB band is in allegation of obtaining/caching 

adapted data/services for applications. Based on the advice 

accustomed from the appliance layer, the SB band chooses 

appropriate carriage protocols for applications. The SB band 

as well determines from how many sources it should access 

a adapted data/service, based on the quality-of-service 

requirement of an application. For example, if there are 

three servers that can accommodate the same adapted data, 

the SB band may accept to access the adapted abstracts from 

a single server, two servers, or all three servers. In addition, 

the SB band needs to advance a certain carriage cachet so as 

to abutment able host/service mobility, as will be discussed 

after in this paper. 

In the case that an appliance artlessly sends the SID 

of its adapted data/service to the SB layer, the SB band 

should as well map the SID assimilate one or added IP 

addresses (end hosts) on which the adapted data/service 

resides. In this paper, we use an access proposed in [2] to 

boldness SIDs assimilate IP addresses. 

 
Fig. 1: Illustration of absolute SIDs assimilates IP addresses. 

As in [2], we accept that every area or authoritative 

article has one analytic resource handler (RH). In addition, 

we denote the RH associated with an authoritative article X 

by RHX. Furthermore, RHX is the provider/customer/peer 

(or, alternatively, parent/child/peer) of RHY if X is the 

provider/customer/peer of Y in agreement of autonomous 

system (AS)-level relationships. The RHs again anatomy a 

hierarchical bury infrastructure. For example, every AS in 

Fig. 1 maintains a analytic RH. RH0 is the provider of RH1, 

RH2, and RH3, while RH1 and RH2 are peers. We aswell 

accept that anniversary applicant knows the location of its 

bounded RH through some bounded agreement (much like 

they apperceive about their bounded DNS server). 

Each RH maintains a allotment table to abundance 

mappings, anniversary of which maps an SID onto both a 

next hop RH and the ambit to the server hosting the data. 

This way, an RH is able to advanced requests based on 

SIDs. In particular, if a host A wants to provide service for a 

abstracts with an SID, it registers the abstracts to its 

bounded RH. The bounded RH then stores a mapping (from 

the SID assimilate A's location) into its allotment table. The 

bounded RH then assiduously the allotment to its 

providers/peers, if it did not annals for the SID to its 

providers/peers before. When a provider/peer receives a 

allotment bulletin from the RH, it food a mapping (from the 

SID assimilate the RH’s location) into its allotment table if 

1) no such account exists, or 2) the allotment bulletin comes 

from a server afterpiece to the previous one. This allotment 

action is illustrated by attenuate abject curve in Fig. 1. 

When an architect (e.g., I1 in Fig. 1) wants to 

access a abstracts with SID, it sends a appeal to its bounded 

RH. When a RH receives such a request, it assiduously the 

appeal to the next-hop RH if there is a mapping account for 

the SID in its allotment table; otherwise, it forwards the 

appeal to its provider. This way, the appeal should be 

forwarded to a responder (e.g., R in Fig. 1) abutting to the 

initiator, as illustrated by attenuate arrow curve in Fig. 1. 

The holder then sends the adapted abstracts to the initiator, 

as illustrated by the adventurous arrow curve in Fig. 1. 
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In adjustment to abate the amount of requests that 

college band RHs charge to process, we assume that the 

arrangement employs the in-network accumulation 

apparatus acclimated in [8] and [9]. In particular, if a router 

receives data, it locally caches the abstracts if it did not 

accumulation the data before. In addition, it registers it in its 

bounded RH in adjustment to let the RH apperceive that it 

can accommodate the data. For example, in Fig. 1, if router 

R2 receives the abstracts from R, it locally caches the 

abstracts and registers it in RH3 so that RH3 knows R2 can 

accommodate the data. When addition architect I2 wants to 

access the aforementioned data, it sends a appeal to the 

overlay infrastructure. If the appeal arrives at RH3, it 

assiduously the appeal to R2, which then sends the adapted 

abstracts to I2. Note that, in adjustment to abate the 

appropriate accumulator space, routers in an authoritative 

article may abet with anniversary other, so that the entire 

administrative article caches alone one archetype of 

anniversary abstracts [8]. 

B. Consistent Identifier for Data/Service Binding 

An important change in DCNA is the accession of what we 

alarm the consistent identifier (CID) namespace in the SB 

layer. In particular, the CID abnormally identifies an 

application instance at a accurate time. Specifically, every 

time an appliance in the application band initiates a appeal 

for a accustomed data/service, we yield it as an application 

instance. For example, if an appliance requires a abstracts 

SID1, the SB band considers it as an appliance instance. If 

the aforementioned appliance requires accession abstracts 

SID2, the SB layer considers it as accession appliance 

instance. For anniversary appliance instance at an end host, 

the SB band of the end host assigns it a altered CID. In 

addition, this CID is not changed until the adapted abstract 

is acquired or the SB band cannot acquisition a host 

accouterment the desired data during a assertive aeon (e.g., 

ten seconds). Furthermore, CIDs are locally unique. That is, 

they are acclimated to differentiate appliance instances at an 

end host and would not be acclimated to differentiate 

appliance instances at altered end hosts. When allotment a 

CID, the SB band allocates able concrete assets to the CID 

in adjustment to accumulation data corresponding to the 

adapted data, or to abundance the carriage status, or for 

added uses. As will be apparent later, the accession of CIDs 

makes it accessible to abstracted the high layer application 

states and the carriage band states. This makes DNCA not 

alone data-centric, but aswell able of acknowledging able 

advancement and multi-homing. 

In adjustment to calmly hotlink these layers, we use 

an interface amid the arrangement and the transport layers 

(denoted as NT interface), an interface amid the carriage and 

the SB layers (denoted as TS interface), and an interface 

amid the SB and the application layers (denoted as SA 

interface). In adjustment to be incrementally deployable, the 

NT and the TS interfaces are in formats constant with 

interfaces formats acclimated in the accepted Internet, 

namely, and <="" p=""> IP address, antecedent port, 

destination port>, respectively. 
The SA interface is in the anatomy of <="" p=""> 

port, destination port, …>. There are several affidavit for 

appliance this anatomy of SA interfaces. First, as declared 

above, we use the Internet mainly for purpose of accepting 

services. If services are called by account identifiers, 

applications may alone apperceive the SID of a service and do 

not apperceive area the account is hosted. In this case, an 

appliance sends the SID of the adapted account to the SB layer. 

Second, there may still be some applications that wish to 

acquaint with a accustomed end host. For example, if a being is 

in travel, he/she may wish to admission his/her claimed 

computer in adjustment to access some adapted data that is 

alone hosted on that claimed computer. Third, about all 

applications in today’s Internet use the anatomy of <="" p=""> 

destination port> to acquaint with the lower carriage layer. In 

addition, there should be some additional spaces aloof for 

approaching use. We use “…” to represent the aloof spare 

spaces. Therefore, in adjustment to be incrementally 

deployable, a SA interface should in the above mentioned form. 

Note that, however, the appliance band does not 

charge to ample in all the fields of the SA interface. Instead, it 

may alone ample in some of them. For example, if an appliance 

knows the SID of the adapted data, it fills in the fields of SID 

and antecedent port. The purpose of the source anchorage 

acreage is to differentiate amid two applications that crave the 

aforementioned data. If an appliance knows the IP abode of the 

end-node that hosts the adapted data, it fills in the fields of 

antecedent IP address, destination IP address, antecedent port, 

and destination port, as is done in the accepted Internet. More 

data about the advice action are provided in [6]. 

III. BENEFITS OF DCNA 

So far, we accept declared how DCNA works. We will now 

appearance that DCNA can provide data-centric, 

advancement support, multi-homing support, and is 

incrementally deployable. In addition, it can facilitate the 

deployment of new applications. 

A. Data-Centric 

An important arete of DCNA is that it is data-centric. We 

call it in added detail using the archetype illustrated in Fig. 

3, area we accept that a destination with IPdst wants to 

obtain a account with SID hosted by two sources, i.e., 

antecedent 1 with IPsrc 1 and antecedent 2 with IPsrc 2. In 

adjustment to access the account denoted by SID, the 

appliance band of the destination sends a appeal to the SB 

band of the destination. The SB band of the destination 

again assigns an bare CID (i.e., CIDdst in Fig. 3) and maps 

the SID onto Ipsrc 1 (or Ipsrc 2, or both). The destination 

again opens a affiliation to acquaint with source 1 in 

adjustment to access the adapted account denoted by SID, 

by afterward the Steps 4 - 10 of the aboriginal case declared 

in Section III. 
We now accept that antecedent 1 fails. In this case, 

the SB band of the destination would detect this failure. If the 

destination has acquired the IP abode of antecedent 2 (i.e., IPsrc 

2), the SB band of the destination opens a affiliation with 

antecedent 2. If the destination does not apperceive IPsrc 2, the 

SB band of the destination should aboriginal map the SID 

assimilate IPsrc 2 and then accessible a affiliation with 

antecedent 2. In both cases, the CIDdst is kept unchanged, as 

illustrated in Fig. 3. Therefore, the high band appliance would 

not be afflicted by the failure of antecedent 1. 
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Fig. 2: Illustration of DCNA for data-centric services. 

Notice that some absolute applications such as 

BitTorrent [6] in the accepted Internet can also allotment the 

aloft declared benefit. However, alone actual bound 

applications can share this account and the majority of 

absolute applications cannot allotment this benefit. While 

one may altercate that we can adapt absolute applications to 

allotment this benefit, it is time consuming to adapt them, 

and furthermore, these modifications accept to be fabricated 

one by- one. 

B. Mobility Support 

Another account of DCNA is its abutment for mobility, 

including account advancement and host mobility. Host 

advancement allows a accessory to move amid IP subnets, 

while continuing to be attainable for admission requests and 

advancement sessions beyond subnet changes [7]. By 

contrast, account advancement allows users to advance 

admission to their casework while moving or alteration 

accessories and arrangement account providers [7]. 

DCNA is as well able of acknowledging account 

mobility. Indeed, if a user roams by using the 

aforementioned host, DCNA can calmly abutment host 

mobility, as declared above. In addition, the case that a user 

changes its accessories may be beheld as the case area a user 

moves from a subnet to addition one. Similarly, the change 

of arrangement account providers may accord to the case 

that the antecedent moves from a subnet to addition one. We 

note that there are aegis issues that charge to be addressed. 

However, our focus actuality is on the functional aspect and 

the botheration of how to defended connections/services is 

larboard for further research. 

C. Facilitating the Development of New Applications 

An important account of DCNA is that it facilitates the 

development of new applications. Since the SB band can 

accommodate a set of functions such as segmentation, 

abstraction and caching, appliance developers do not charge 

to advance codes that apprehend such functions. This makes 

it accessible for appliance developers to advance new 

applications. 

D. Enabling New Networking Technologies 

In the accepted Internet, the Application Program Interface 

(API) of a lot of applications is bound to IPv4 addresses. 

Thus, although IPv6 has been broadly deployed in routers 

and end hosts, it is not broadly used. On the added hand, if 

applications in DCNA alone use SID, the SB band can 

flexibly map CIDs assimilate IPv4 or IPv6 addresses based 

on their performance such as adjournment and throughput, 

as continued as a applicant and a server abutment both IPv4 

and IPv6. Similarly, if addition new arrangement technology 

emerges, as continued as the network band and carriage 

protocols abutment such new technology, the SB band can 

flexibly accept to use the one with the best performance. 

This way, an bigger new technology can attempt with 

absolute technologies and gradually replaces. This in turn 

encourages innovations of new arrangement band 

technologies. 

IV. DEMONSTRATION 

We accept accurate the architecture of DCNA by 

implementing a simple Linux-based prototype with atom 

adaptation 2.6.28. Fig. 3 illustrates the cartography of the 

prototype, which comprises three routers, three 

ingress/egress adit routers (xTRs), two mapping servers, a 

RH, a multi-homed server implemented with DCNA, a 

server with DCNA, a multihomed host with DCNA, a 

adaptable host implemented with DCNA, and a acceptable 

host. 

The accomplishing of the hosts with DCNA 

consists of about 22,300 curve of cipher and comprises the 

afterward capital modules: 

 
Fig. 3: The topology of the prototype. 

The accomplishing shows DCNA’s capital 

allowances including data-centric, mobility support, and 

multi-homing support. For example, in our experiment, the 

multi-homed host firstly opened a affair for a cine hosted by 

the single-homed server absorbed to xTR2. After a assertive 

period, we auspiciously migrated the advancing video 

streaming session to the adaptable host. This was able by 

absolution the multi-homed host send the server a command 

that 1) tells the server the IP abode of the adaptable host 

and, 2) indicates that we wish the cine be beatific to this IP 

address. We accredit absorbed readers to the video affiliated 

in [6]. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been broadly accustomed that a approaching Internet 

should be data-centric, back users use the Internet mainly 

for abstracts retrieval but do not affliction in which 

apparatus the adapted data resides. In this paper, we accept 

proposed an incrementally adaptable data-centric network 

architectonics (DCNA) for the Internet. We accept declared 

DCNA's basic framework and categorical a ambit of 

allowances offered by DCNA. We agenda that, admitting 

our proof-of-concept implementation, there are still a lot of 

accessible issues including large-scale experiments and we 

apprehend this plan will affect abounding analysis activities 

in this and related approaching internet architectures. 
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